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                                                                                                            Exclusively Tanzania                                                                                                    

                                                The premier adventure travel destination in Africa.
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                                                                                                            Kilimanjaro                                                                                                    

                                                Achieve your dream with the very best guides and support crew on the mountain.
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                                                                                                            Safari                                                                                                    

                                                Discover the magic of Tanzania in its unparalleled flora and fauna.
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                                                                                                            Eco-adventures                                                                                                    

                                                Walk, run or bike off the beaten path and explore this extraordinary country on your terms. 
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                                                                                                            Mbahe Farm Cottages                                                                                                    

                                                Feel the rhythm of African village life.
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                            Exclusively Tanzania

                            More than just Tanzania experts, founder Simon Mtuy and the SENE team are passionate about the country. With your local SENE Tanzanian guide at your side, discover this unique and beautiful African country with an immersive and authentic cultural adventure far from the cookie-cutter tourist trail.

                        

                        
                            A small team at your service

                            Under the guidance of Simon, our people-oriented team is devoted to making your trip to Tanzania an adventure of a lifetime.  The SENE central office sits at the foot of Kilimanjaro while satellite offices in USA and France offer easy communication.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            ECO-ADVENTURE ITINERARIES

                            Simon has defined SENE's mission as preserving the natural environment of Tanzania in order to share it with visitors and for all future generations to enjoy.  In About Us, read how we aspire to achieve this by minimizing the environmental impact of all our adventures.

                        

                        
                            Our clients are our best ambassadors

                            We have welcomed thousands of happy guests since 1998, many of whom return to visit us again and experience once more the magic of Tanzania.  We take pride in our glowing testimonials and 98% satisfaction rate on Trip Advisor.
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rated “excellent”[image: ]
		
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  We had a wonderful safari with our family (kids, parents, grandparents), and are so appreciative of the fantastic work that Summit Expeditions did to make it so memorable.  Our... read more guide was incredibly friendly and knowledgable, and the route + lodges/camps they chose for us were all great.  Would not hesitate to recommend the Summit team to anybody else!				

								[image: tripadvisor logo]			
[image: avatar thumb] Megan M
October 30, 2023 
		

			
			
				
					[image: star rating]  Kilimanjaro Experience - Joel, Manuel, and the Porters made this trip unforgettable! I had a medical emergency on the mountain. Instead of turning around, Joel guided me to the top of the mountain... read more and (Joel and the Porters) down the mountain safely. I'm grateful for the entire experience. This is a great Team, from Felix and the staff at the farm and to every single guy who assisted with the climb,  if you decide to visit Tanzania please consider SENE for a top-notch experience. You will not be disappointed!				
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[image: avatar thumb] Y3519XTtinac
October 18, 2023 
		

			
			
				
					[image: star rating]  Best Tour Company - I must say the trip far exceeded our expectations. We felt like we were treated like family throughout the duration of the trip, whether it was SENE employees or the... read more genuine hospitality of Tanzanians. The food was always incredible, I cant remember a single meal we didn’t enjoy. Our guides were incredible as well.  Gerard made our Safari 10x better than I could have asked for. He is one beautiful human being. His countless laughs and stories really made the safari that much more special. Accommodation was always incredible as well. 



Thank you for running such an incredible company and treating your employees so well.				
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					© Copyright 2020 Summit Expeditions & Nomadic Experience, Ltd. (SENE). All Rights Reserved. SENE has created nomadicexperience.com for informational purposes only. Persons who travel to Tanzania as a result of information gained from this website assume all risk. SENE cannot be held responsible for any type of damage (personal or property) associated with traveling because of information provided by this website. SENE Terms & Conditions. SENE Privacy Policy.
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